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Best Practices:  01 

1. Title of the Practice:  To encourage Entrepreneurship among the girls students 

2. Objective of the Practice:  

To make awareness among the student of the college the girl child today and women of 

tomorrow play a crucial role for the development of the society. To sustainable development in 

rural and backward states, it is essential that more and more local people are engaged. 

3. The Context:  

The majority of the female students of this college belong to the rural areas. The 

increasing population and very little availability of alternative private employment have created 

employment crisis in the government sector due to non availability of employment opportunities 

the educated youth, the entrepreneurship are only hope and source of direct and indirect 

employment generation. 

4. The Practices:  

Namrup College has been taking initiative different programmes, through the women 

studies and development cell since 2011. A one day workshop was organized by women cell of 

this college on the topic “Pickle making and Cloth dyeing”. In this workshops how can be made 

different types of pickles. More than 50 female students were participated in this workshop. Not 

only pickle making but also cloth dyeing were demonstrated in this workshop. This workshop 

was conducted by know legible person invited from other college. This workshop helped student 

and to upgrade the skill of students and them to start income generating activities of their own or 

to get gainfully employed. Moreover, another programme in this period was a three months 

certificate course which was conducted by the women cell. This certificate course was only for 

the girl students of the college funded by the college authority. After completion of this course 

they start their own business. 

5. Evidence of success:  

The women studies and development cell have met success to some extent. After 

completion of the course the female students of our college starts to earn money. 



Problems encountered and resources required:  

The most difficult challenge in this regard is the shortages money in the hands of women 

cell. Students for whom these programmes have been organized come from more economically 

poor background. So, this type of programme also encouraged students 

Best Practice -02 

1. Title of the Practice: Wall Magazine Competition among students of Namrup College (Inter 

– Department) 

2. Objective of the Practice: 

 Youngsters are sources of abundance of energy. They cannot be judged only by their 

performance in an examination of a definite syllabus. They are a treasure of hidden talents in 

diversified fields like sports, in cultural activities, in writing skill etc. In order to search for talent 

in writing, innovative presentation skill, wall magazine is very good platform in college level. 

3. The Context: 

 In order to extract the knowledge and mind set of the students through writing, Wall 

Magazine is very good initiative. 

4.  The Practices:  

The Students of Namrup College are very enthusiastic about the departmental wall 

magazine competition. Generally, a teacher in the department guides them in making the wall 

magazine in which the student writers try to cover different topics. They have write-ups in 

political issues, economical issues, social issues, literature, recent scientific development, on 

problems facing by them life stress and depression, recipes, jokes and a lot more other relevant 

topics. They make a beautiful design for the magazine topic and give a meaningful name of the 

wall magazine. During inauguration of the magazine, a group leader explains about the topic 

before the judges. The competition is very difficult because all the departments work hard to 

make the magazine an excellent one. Three winners are selected and a running trophy is given to 

the winner of the first prize. 



4. Evidence of success:  

The College has been successful in producing many budding writers through wall 

magazine competition. Interpersonal relationship increases among students and teachers through 

this competition. Deep involvement of the students in this competition enhances their thinking 

skill in different ground of current relevant topic of the society. The competition also builds up 

team spirit among the students. Hidden talents are surfaced during this competition. Decorating 

the magazine with handicrafts and drawings and also providing innovative ideas bring some 

quiet students to the front. This competition also enhances the imaginative and creative writing 

power of the students. 

5. Problems:  

In the surface, there are only positive things happing during departmental wall magazine 

competition but sometimes due to some constraints of semester system, it is difficult to hold   

such type of competition. 

_________________________ 


